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MA PLAY THERAPY 
Introduction to the programme and FAQs 

We hope you find this comprehensive information helpful and that it will provide the answers to 
most common questions. Once you have read this thoroughly, if there is anything that remains 
unclear, you can email Elise Cuschieri. In our experience, applicants who successfully reach the 
interview stage have read through this information, researched the profession, read some of the 
reading list, and taken time to strengthen areas of skill and expertise. Putting together an 
application may therefore require considerable reflection and time.  

Please note that it is envisaged that interviews will take place via Zoom for the foreseeable 
future due to the COVID-19 situation. This link is a useful webpage for applicants that includes 
information from the University about its response to the COVID-19 situation. 

PROGRAMME CONVENOR: 
Elise Cuschieri  elise.cuschieri@roehampton.ac.uk 020 8392 7327 

DEAN OF SCHOOL OF PSYCHOLOGY: 
Yannis Fronimos yannis.fronimos@roehampton.ac.uk 020 8392 3627 

DEPARTMENT ADMINISTRATOR: 
Daniel Chapman  daniel.chapman@roehampton.ac.uk  0208392 3171 

Applicants can contact the Enquiries Office regarding visiting the University and to find out what 
life is really like studying at University of Roehampton. 
The Enquiries Office, Erasmus House, University of Roehampton, Roehampton Lane, London SW15 
3PU enquiries@roehampton.ac.uk        020-8392 3232  

Applicants can contact the postgraduate admissions team regarding further information about 
programmes of study, how to apply, and the progress of their application. 
Department of Recruitment, International and Admissions, Room 109 Lawrence Building, Froebel 
College, University of Roehampton, Roehampton Lane, London SW15 5PJ 
internationaladmissions@roehampton.ac.uk      020 8392 3314 
For other queries please contact the university switchboard    0208 392 3000  

https://www.roehampton.ac.uk/coronavirus/
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ENTRY REQUIREMENTS SPECIFIC TO THE PROGRAMME 

All eligible applicants to the programme will be interviewed by the Programme Convener and/or the 
Programme staff. Selection will be based on the following admissions criteria: 

• Applicants will normally be required to hold an honours degree at undergraduate level
(usually 2.1 or higher); in most cases this will be in a modality-relevant degree such as in 
psychology, early childhood studies, education or health & social care.

• Applicants with a relevant degree will be expected to have the equivalent of at least two 
years of full-time experience of working with children and young people, especially between 
the ages of 5-11, in a professional capacity.
N.B. In most cases work experience must be gained as a graduate, i.e., work experience 
gained whilst studying will not be considered. The exception to this is if the applicant has 
worked in a full-time capacity for a number of years (e.g., 5 years+) in a role with children 
prior to gaining an undergraduate degree; only in this circumstance will prior work experience 
be considered.

• Applicants who do not hold a degree in a modality-relevant area will be expected to have 
considerable (5+ years) full-time experience of working in a professional capacity with 
children and young people. This might include working with children with behavioural or 
developmental challenges, learning difficulties, child mental health, etc. This work can either 
be done on a voluntary or employed basis.

• Applicants need to evidence that they can meet the academic demands of a Master’s degree 
and will be required to prepare and submit a written personal statement to support their 
application; in some circumstances an applicant may be asked to submit an essay prior
to/after interview.

• It is recognised that this is a postgraduate training where applicants are qualified, 
experienced and valued practitioners in their fields; applicants are encouraged to bring prior 
learning and experience to the training, thus enhancing the breadth and depth of the 
programme learning.

• An understanding of the nature of play therapy as a distinctive discipline (in particular as 
practised in the UK) and a capacity for playfulness and creativity.

• Applicants should demonstrate a maturity of personality and self-awareness compatible 
with training as a therapist. Applicants need an appropriate degree of psychological 
mindedness including the capacity to form and maintain appropriate empathic relationships 
with clients. They should also demonstrate emotional literacy, robustness and an ability to be 
self-reflective. This will be ascertained by a combination of health screening, experiential 
activities and in-depth discussions at interview.

• An International English Language Testing System (IELTS) score of at least 7 with no element 
below 6.5 for applicants for whom English is not their first language.
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• Applicants will be required to supply the names of two referees. If possible one of these
should be able to comment on the applicant's academic suitability and the other on the
applicant's clinical/personal suitability for the programme;

• In addition to these requirements, all students must be prepared to enter mandatory on-
going personal therapy for the duration of the programme. Students should attend no fewer
than 30 regular sessions within any calendar year. Payment for therapy is separate to course
fees;

• All successful applicants will need to complete an enhanced Disclosure and Barring Service
(DBS) check; payment for this is separate to the course fees.

• Equality and diversity information is logged within the application form and compiled data is
sent to HESA for consideration. Student services confidentially contact successful applicants
who have a stated disability on their application form, to explore what provisions can be made
to support their learning.

• We also offer 20 week evening foundation courses which provide a broad outline and
introduction in the arts and play therapies.

Play Therapy Frequently Asked Questions 

Below are some of the common questions asked by potential students. If you have any additional 
questions, please email enquiries@roehampton.ac.uk 

How many students are on the course? 

Our annual target is approximately 24 students; some year groups may be slightly larger, others 
smaller. 

How competitive is it to get onto the course? 

We receive approximately 80-90 applications each year. Preparing thoroughly is important in 
order to ensure that you have the required skills, abilities and experience (see further information 
below) 

What if I don’t have a degree and/or professional qualification? 

We look at each application very carefully to see if an applicant is suitable for our programme. On 
occasion, we accept special entry applicants who do not hold a degree or professional 
qualification. Applicants without a degree need to have worked professionally in a relevant field 
for a considerable amount of time (e.g., 10+ years) and can demonstrate the ability to engage 
successfully in, and manage the demands of, Master’s level training. In such special cases, 
candidates may also have extensive clinical experience and be able to demonstrate the essential 
qualities expected of a play therapy trainee, including a high level of self-awareness and insight. 
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What if I don’t have a discipline-relevant degree? 

If you have a degree that is not directly related to training as a play therapist (e.g., an 
undergraduate degree in theatre or art) but you would like to train as a therapist, you will need 
sufficient relevant work experience (see below) and demonstrate on your application form that 
you have enough psychological knowledge and insight to compensate for not having formally 
studied within this field. Also, you would need to show that you can apply such knowledge in the 
workplace. Candidates may find it helpful to undertake an Level 3/4 counselling course (CPCAB 
https://www.cpcab.co.uk/qualifications/ has further information) before applying for the MA Play 
Therapy training.  
 

What is relevant work experience? 

You need to work directly with children (ideally between the ages of 5-11)and their families who 
experience emotional, psychological and/or behavioural difficulties. Your work might involve 
assessing, planning and undertaking interventions to promote change for the children and their 
families. This should also involve experience of working or liaising with different professionals 
(e.g., health, social services, education) in some way or another. Some possible work settings 
might be schools, family centres, voluntary agency projects, social care support teams, pupil 
referral units, CAMHS teams, etc. Work may be voluntary but in such cases should be consistent 
and involve clear duties and responsibilities.  

N.B. You will need a minimum of two years’ full-time work experience following an 
undergraduate degree if you have a professional qualification/discipline-relevant degree. 

Am I too young or too old? 

Each application is assessed according to our minimum entry requirements and age is not a factor.  

What should I include in my personal statement? 

When completing the personal statement (500-1,000 words) section of your application, you 
should aim to cover the following main areas: 

• What has led you to want to train as a therapist; you should demonstrate some insight into 
how your life experience has led to this application. 

• A reflective account of your experience of work with children and their families, 
particularly with client groups with whom play therapists generally work (such as children 
with emotional, psychological and/or behavioural difficulties; other areas of work may also 
be relevant). Such experience is a mandatory pre-requisite for training.  

• Your creative/playful background and your understanding of its relationship to 
understanding self and others. 
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• Your understanding, so far, of the nature of play therapy as a distinctive discipline (in 
particular as practised in the UK). You should mention relevant courses, conferences and 
reading, any meetings with play or other therapists, personal therapy/development etc. 
Please be ready to discuss this at interview. 

Your personal statement is also an indication of how well you express yourself in writing and 
should therefore demonstrate: 

• A standard of written English adequate to support postgraduate study 
• Academic ability sufficient to support postgraduate study 
• Personal maturity, self-awareness and a reflective capacity. 

What happens at the interview day? 

The selection process aims to ensure that students admitted to the programme are likely to 
complete it successfully. The MA Play Therapy programme will place high demands on students, 
their abilities and their personal resources. Therefore the selection process has to be thorough 
and rigorous.  

The interview day will involve a presentation to candidates about the programme and an 
opportunity to ask questions. Candidates will also participate in group sessions involving both the 
capacity to use creative metaphors and to engage in critical discussion of a theoretical paper. 
Subsequent individual interviews will take place with members of the programme team. 
Candidates will be invited to focus on their work experience, their rationale for wanting to become 
a play therapist as well as to reflect on their personal development and life experience. An 
appreciation of, and readiness for, the demands of master’s level study will also be discussed.  

What is the time commitment for this programme? 

N.B. . As play therapy is a practical, skills-based profession, our teaching needs in-person 
attendance. Since September 2021, we have returned to full-time teaching on campus. 

Our play therapy Master’s degree attracts students who have work, family, and 
caring responsibilities outside of university. To support our students, we set a fixed timetable 
where you are on campus for teaching two days a week. 

You then complete 2-3 days (or part-time equivalent) of other elements of the training as well as 
reading, studying, and assessment work flexibly in your own time, around your other 
commitments.  

Please note the following: 

• Induction days are in September, usually in the second or third week of September.  
• Year 1 teaching commitments: autumn, spring and summer terms on campus 
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• Year 2 teaching commitments: autumn and spring terms on campus; in the summer term, 
placement and research project commitments are mainly carried out away from campus in 
the summer term.  

• Teaching usually starts at 9.30/10am and finishes at 5.30/6pm.  
• Teaching currently takes place on Mondays and Tuesdays. 
• Other weekly elements of the programme including infant observation (Year 1), personal 

therapy plus Play Therapy placements take place off-campus over the remaining three days 
of the week.  

• For Placement 1 (spring and summer terms of Year 1), clinical supervision is held on 
campus as part of the two-day timetable at the University.  

• For Placement 2 (autumn, spring and summer terms) in Year 2, clinical supervision takes 
place off campus and outside of the two teaching days. 

• You will also need to plan time for studying and writing: we recommend a minimum of one 
day per week. When you are completing your Master’s dissertation in the final term of 
Year 2 year, we recommend that you keep at least two days per week free for this.  

N.B. In addition to the above, applicants should note the specific time commitments for the 
following Arts and Play Therapies shared modules: 

• Human Development and Growth and Research Methodologies and Methods 
All students will be required to attend all 3 days for each of the APT-block teaching; these usually 
take place in the autumn term. The usual two-day programme-specific teaching will not take place 
that week. 

• Interprofessional Learning and Practice 
This is delivered on weekdays, weekday evenings and some weekends. Students will be required 
to select workshops in modalities different to their own. Students will be able to select workshop 
dates across the year that may be different to their formal training days.  
It is possible for students to continue some paid employment to support their training. However, 
applicants should bear in mind that it is a full-time training programme and, as such, students may 
find that the demands of the training require them to reduce their paid employment, particularly 
during Year 2. 

Can I do my placement where I work? 

No. Work and placement demands can be very difficult to manage simultaneously and our 
experience is that it is better for students to have clear distinctions between the two.  

I have already had therapy - do I need to have it again? 

Yes. Being in personal therapy while you are training is essential for your therapeutic learning and 
support during your training. 
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I have already completed infant observations, do I have to do them again? 

Yes. Our Infant Observation module is closely linked to working therapeutically with children and 
their families, and is a required element of the programme. 

Can I transfer credits from another Play Therapy training? 

The usual credit transfer system between universities does not apply to therapy training at 
Roehampton, with the exception in some cases of the other BAPT-accredited programmes at the 
University of South Wales or Queen Margaret’s University, Edinburgh. 

Shall I wait for all my documents before I apply? 

The application process takes some time so you can submit your initial application and obtain 
references and copies of documents while this is being processed. However, any offer of a place is 
conditional upon submission of all the evidence.  

Interview days are held approximately on a monthly basis during the year and we run a rolling 
admissions process. Candidates interested in applying for the course are invited to attend the 
Open Afternoon/Evening events for the Arts and Play Therapies programmes which held twice a 
year. Further details can be found via the following link: http://www.roehampton.ac.uk/Student-
Life/Open-Days/ 

What are the tuition fees? 

This is a 240-credit Master’s programme at Band 1 (110 credits in Year 1 and 130 credits in Year 2). 
Please see the university website for up-to-date information.   
 
Please note that fees rise each year in line with inflation and that the second year of study has 
an additional credit weighting, i.e., 130 credits, so second year fees will be higher accordingly. 
 
Are there additional costs to consider? 
 
In addition to the tuition fees, you will need to budget for further external expenses. These 
include:  

• Weekly personal therapy throughout the training  with a minimum of 30 hours per year; 
please refer to BACP and/or UKCP websites to find out current fees charged by therapists; 

• External clinical supervision (minimum of 35 hours in Year 2); please see the BAPT website 
for fees charged by BAPT-approved clinical supervisors , approximately £45+ per hour);  

• Annual BAPT Student membership (£38 + one-off £10 administration fee);  
• Travel to placement; 
• Personal indemnity insurance;  
• DBS registration; 
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• Purchase of some play therapy resources for placement;  
• Use of a video camera for placement recordings; 
• Ongoing costs, such as printing/book purchases, travel to placement, etc. 

Is there any funding available? 

The vast majority of home/EU Play Therapy students are self-funding or access government loans. 
More information about funding opportunities can be found on our finance pages via the 
following link: https://www.roehampton.ac.uk/student-support/financial-support-and-guidance/ 

How can I get a taster? 

For a taster in our approach we run one-day Introductory Days twice a year (spring and sutumn) 
and a 5-day Summer School each year. There is also an annual 20-week Foundation Course 
(Wednesday evenings at Roehampton, Thursday evenings at a venue in Northampton) which run 
from November to April.  
Please see the Short courses website: https://www.roehampton.ac.uk/professional-development-
courses/psychology-short-courses/. 
N.B. It is possible to do some of the above online but it should be noted that the MA Play Therapy 
is only offered as an on-campus training.  

What percentage of alumni find subsequent employment in play therapy? 

Many play therapy graduates go on to establish rewarding careers as play therapists. Due to the 
demanding nature of the work, some prefer to find employment on a part-time basis and maintain 
some work in their other professional capacity, e.g., as a social worker. Many graduates create 
their own independent practice, establishing contracts with schools, fostering and adoption 
agencies, charities, etc. This enables them to work flexibly and in ways that suit their 
circumstances. Play Therapy is a growing profession in the U.K. and with increased awareness of 
the mental health issues affecting children and young people, it is an exciting time to be part of 
this developing field.  
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Introductory reading list 
 
 A FEW CORE GENERAL TEXTS ON PLAY THERAPY: 
 
Axline, V. M. (1947) Play Therapy. Reprint. London: Churchill Livingstone, 2000. 
 
Cattanach, A (2003). Introduction to Play Therapy. Hove: Brunner-Routledge. 
  
Cochran, N.H., Nordling, W.J. &  Cochran, J.L. (2010) Child- Centred Play Therapy: A Practical Guide to 
Developing Therapeutic relationships with Children. New York: John Wiley & Sons. 
 
Gordon Clark, L. (2018 ) ‘Play Therapy’ in Robson, M. & Pattison, S. (eds.) The Handbook of Counselling 
Children and Young People. 2nd edn. London: Sage, pp.106-119. 
 
Gordon Clark, L.  (2019) ‘Training Issues: Before, During and After’ in Ayling, P., Armstrong, H., & Gordon 
Clark. L. (eds.) Becoming and Being a Play Therapist. London: Routledge, pp. 12-23. 
 
Landreth, G. L. (2012) Play Therapy: The Art of the Relationship. 3rd edn. Hove: Routledge. 
 
Le Vay, D. & Cuschieri, E.  (2016) Challenges in the Theory and Practice of Play Therapy. Hove: Routledge. 
 
McMahon, L. (2009) The Handbook of Play Therapy and Therapeutic Play. 2nd edn. East Sussex: Routledge. 
 
O’Connor, K. J. (2000) The Play Therapy Primer. New York: John Wiley. 
 
Ryan, V. & Wilson K. (2000) Case Studies in Non-directive Play Therapy.  London: Jessica Kingsley Publishers.  
 
Schaefer, C. (2011) Foundations of Play Therapy. 2nd edn. New Jersey: John Wiley. 
 
West, J. (1996) Child Centred Play Therapy. 2nd edn.  London: Arnold.  
 
The CORE TEXT FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND GROWTH MODULE: 
 
Music, D. (2016) Nurturing Natures. 2nd edn. Oxon: Routledge 
 
 
 
 
 


